experience
extraordinary!
Add delicious to your day with our
sensational, world class desserts.
Explore more: exquisine.com.au
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Are you ready to order?

delicious
starts here...
Skip main and go straight to dessert with
Exquisine. Creators and makers of incredible
tasting, premium-quality dairy and dairy
alternative desserts. Made with premium
Australian ingredients, with dairy sourced
from Victoria’s finest farming regions.
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exquisine.com.au

our desserts are
designed to be...

enjoyed by
the spoonful
with a smile!
exquisine.com.au
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happiness
comes in
single serve
desserts...
Our range of fabulous desserts to suit your
needs. From private label options to plated
parfait desserts, we create the perfect taste
combinations to satisfy your fussiest customers.
Chances are you’ve already enjoyed an
Exquisine Dessert as we supply quick service
restaurants, retail, petrol and convenience
and food service. From sourcing ingredients
to delivery, we do all the work and provide
delicious, high-quality desserts throughout
Australia and the world.
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Choose from our boundless
dessert options including mousse,
cheesecake, crème caramel and
plated turn out desserts, or speak
to us about something bespoke.
Our customers are close business
partners and we love working with
them to create new and exciting
solutions. We can work with you on
something unique for your own brand.

let us create
your incredible
tasting desserts
so you and
your customers
can enjoy the
rewards.
It’s Win! Win!
exquisine.com.au
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our desserts are
enjoyed every
3 seconds in Australia...
Our desserts are enjoyed in cafes,
restaurants and homes locally and
globally. We are leaders in the field when
it comes to supplying desserts that meet
quality and extra-tasty standards.
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1 Exquisine
2 Exquisine
3 Exquisine
...Yum!
We deliver the highest
quality, safety and extra
tasty standards.

we understand how important
it is for businesses to play to
their strengths.

From product development
to sourcing, processing to
packaging, we take care of
everything to ensure you serve
up deliciously good desserts
that delight the senses.

That’s why we’ve adapted
and refined our offering over
the decades to specialise in
delivering extraordinary desserts.
Now you can benefit from our
expertise and expand your brand
to include our delicious desserts.

As a business that started as a
creator of many things savoury
and sweet, including juices,
cakes, terrines, pâtés and of
course our famous mousse,

By outsourcing the risk and
resource investment you create
additional opportunities for your
own business to grow.

exquisine.com.au
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quality
and safety
in every
spoonful!
We know the importance of adhering to
high safety and quality standards in the
food industry. This is why we have a team
dedicated to managing all our processes.
They are meticulous in ensuring we
always meet the highest standards.
Our desserts and equipment are tested
regularly at a NATA approved facility.
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We also welcome independent
supplier audits to meet food and safety
standards in various international
markets. We consistently receive the
highest results for food safety and
are proud to hold the following food
safety licenses and certificates:

Dairy Food
Safety Victoria
SQF Certification
Yum Star
Certification
Halal
Certification
Export Reg
No 2039
exquisine.com.au
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life’s good
when you start
every day
with dessert.
We’ve perfected the art of making delicious
desserts over our 30 plus years in the industry.
It’s a sweet gig and it makes us smile knowing
people are enjoying our decadent desserts
as much as we enjoy creating them.
We’re a family of dessert lovers, from our
Managing Director, David Rose, who has
owned and grown with Exquisine since 1986,
to the third generation of Rose’s, who are
avid taste-testers of all things chocolatey
or sweet. All members from the youngest
to oldest have helped along the way from
being head label stickers to taste test lickers.
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dessert that’s
good for you
& good for
the planet.
Many Exquisine team members have worked at
the company for decades, pouring their knowledge,
expertise, and care into creating innovative and
exceptional desserts every day.
We take pride in each spoonful of our desserts.
All created, filled, packed and dispatched from
our sweet spot headquarters in Melbourne, Australia.
We’re a climate conscious company too and
take every care and action to ensure we minimise
our environmental impact. We have used world-first
technology to achieve this goal, investing in a custom
designed, state-of-the-art CO2 refrigeration
system and solar technology. We continuously
strive to reduce our carbon footprint.

exquisine.com.au
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our recipe
for success...
The dessert business is not as sweet as it seems.
It’s a highly competitive environment where every
spoonful matters. So, to be highly awarded in this
field is a great honour.
We’ve always known our recipes are special,
it’s taken us years to perfect them but it’s nice
to be acknowledged at prestigious dairy shows.
Above all else our greatest achievement
is adding delicious to your day.
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be consistently
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when it comes to
delivering extraordinary
desserts, we never
comprise. We are export
approved and dessert
expert approved.
“We ordered a takeaway meal tonight, I don’t
normally order dessert but decided to have as
treat. I’m very glad I did!! Both my partner and I
loved loved loved the chocolate mousse. Absolutely
delicious!! Also love the fact you’re in Victoria.”
Leanne – Victoria, Australia
“Hey guys, yesterday in the back of my fridge
I found one of your desserts… I can’t believe it
had survived in my fridge undetected. It was the
chocolate mousse with caramel. My god I have
never tasted anything like it. I must have more!”
Blair – Victoria, Australia
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“I just wanted to drop you a quick line to congratulate
you on producing such a wonderful product.
You thoroughly deserve the champion award from
the Australian Dairy awards for your divine chocolate
mousse. It is absolutely the best mousse I have ever
tasted and I hope it never runs out. Well done”
Sandra – New South Wales, Australia
“I ADORE your salted caramel mousses.”
Matt – New Zealand
“I am writing to you to say how much I enjoyed
your vanilla cheesecake I purchased recently.
May I say that the flavour was very good and it was
light and very delicious. If only I could purchase a
larger dessert I would have. Keep up the good work.
Once again your product was very, very delicious.”
Sandra – Queensland, Australia
exquisine.com.au
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are you ready
to order?

Add us to your menu and experience the
extraordinary effect our deliciously good
desserts bring to your business.
From happy customers to company growth,
we’re here to help you find your sweet spot.

Scan QR Code to
find out more
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Contact Us:
+61 3 9484 6333
inquiry@exquisine.com.au
exquisine.com.au

